
VOLVER A FILM

Volver is a Spanish drama film written and directed by Pedro AlmodÃ³var. Headed by actress PenÃ©lope Cruz, the film
features an ensemble cast also.

All the movie's secrets are rolled out in a narrative design that is exuberant and elegant. It is refreshing to see
Cruz acting in the culture and language that is her own. Advertisement Women see time more as a continuity,
anyway, don't you think? You'd run out of customers in a generation or two. This is the setup for a
confounding gathering of murder, reincarnation and comedy, also involving Raimunda's almost accidental
acquisition of the restaurant where she has one of several part-time jobs. Two deaths occur closely spaced to
upset this happy balance: Aunt Paula keels over, and young Paula repulses an advance by her stepfather Paco
using a large, bloody, very Hitchcockian knife. What a triumph for this great European director who just
seems to get better and better. Her real relationship is with her daughter, her sister, her mother and with her
garrulous women-friends and neighbours - all chattering, laughing and, at a funeral, mumbling prayers like a
swarm of pious, black-clad bees. Almodovar nodded happily. After washing one dish, Raimunda picks up a
steak knife and holds it phallus-style away from her stomach, pointing to the left of the screen. Cruz's beauty
appears in an altogether different love-context: that of a mother's passionate love for her daughter. Paco ends
up on the kitchen floor, his arms and legs splayed in an uncanny reminder of the body on the poster of
Preminger's "Anatomy of a Murder. His characters approach their dilemmas not with metaphysics but with
common sense. Certainly as a young gay man in Franco's Spain, he didn't feel at home, but he felt displaced in
a familiar way, and now he feels nostalgia for the women who accepted him as easily as if, well, he had been a
ghost. Prone to genre-bending from the beginning, with a gonzo comic sensibility flush with cum jokes and
heavy breathing, his cinema has indeed matured into a layered paella that yields serving after serving of
perfected yet playful construction. A neighbour asks about the bloodstain on her neck, and quick-thinking
Raimunda says it is merely "women's trouble": a laugh line that relieves the tension, but is also nothing more
nor less than the truth. Those eyes, her neck, her shoulders, her breasts!! There is nothing paranormal in all
this. Volver seemed guilelessly wonderful when I first saw it earlier this year in Cannes. Whenever we are
most at ease, we fall most easily and gracefully into our native idioms. These characters seem to get along so
easily that even the introduction of a "dead" character can be taken in stride. Scott made it an "NYT Critics'
Pick" and wrote: [12] To relate the details of the narrativeâ€”death, cancer, betrayal, parental abandonment,
more deathâ€”would create an impression of dreariness and woe. Raimunda and her daughter Paula Yohana
Cobo is one to watch find themselves without husband and father Paco Antonio de la Torre, effectively vulgar
in his two brief scenes after an ugly incident lands a steak knife in his stomach. But he is equally turned on, I
think, by the s palette of bright basic colors and cheerful optimism that goes without saying. But nothing could
be further from the spirit of Volver which is buoyant without being flip, and consoling without ever becoming
maudlin. What a distinctive filmmaker Almodovar has become. As it did with Sophia Loren in the s,
Hollywood has tried to force Cruz into a series of show-biz categories, when she is obviously most at home
playing a woman like the ones she knew, grew up with, could have become. My Aunt Martha would more
likely be cutting the cards for a game of canasta. More than about death itself, the screenplay talks about the
rich culture that surrounds death in the region of La Mancha , where I was born. When Cruz struts with
unselfconscious sexiness through the streets, carrying a rounded, wiggling behind that might almost be
prosthetic, she resembles the young Sophia Loren. He is greatly influenced, we are assured, by Hollywood
melodramas of the s especially if that decade had been franker about its secret desires. Here his cheerful plot
combines life after death with the concealment of murder, success in the restaurant business, the launching of
daughters and with completely serendipitous solutions to almost everyone's problems". Or is it? On her it
looks sensational, and its floral motif is carried over into the final credit sequence. Don't you often hear them
speaking of the dead in the present tense? Here, she impulsively decides to sing to the assembled company a
showstopping lament about the return of past lives and loves - an irresistibly generous and emotional event.


